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The goal of color reproduction is generally to maximize the accuracy between an original scene or image and a reproduction. The focus
of this paper is to better understand color preference reproduction where the original image is the cognitive representation of the
reproduced image rather than a physical original. In order to quantify the degree of accuracy when measuring cognition, the imple-
mentation of psychophysical techniques is required. This paper outlines two psychophysical experiments, a ranked-order design
utilizing hard-copy reproduction, and the method of adjustments utilizing soft-copy reproduction. Both experiments depend on the
application of five independent colorimetric adjustment dimensions to manipulate a set of scenic images so that observers could
generate their preferred version of the given image. Sources of preference variability such as observers’ cultural background, image
content, and inter- and intra-observer variability were evaluated from the observations made in the experiments. The experiments
yielded that inter-observer variability is approximately twice the magnitude of intra-observer variability. When analyzing the data set
for image content variability, images that contained people (faces) were routinely less variable than images without people (faces).
Furthermore, despite the fact that preference variability due to observers’ cultural background was found to be statistically signifi-
cant, it was also demonstrated not to be visually significant. Finally, variability in preference due to image content and differences
among observers were visually more significant than the variability due to cultural background. In order to demonstrate the amount
of variability experienced in these experiments, comparison image sets were generated and simulated sets are included in the analysis
in this article.
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typically follows a three step process of evaluation and
development. The first step of the process is to evaluate
the tone-reproduction capabilities of the system; the
next step is to evaluate the spatial resolution of the
image produced, and the final stage is to evaluate the
color reproduction capabilities of the imaging system.1

Thus, in order to better understand color reproduction
a mature imaging system has to be utilized. Furthermore,
a mature digital imaging system provides the
flexibilities so that engineers and scientists can more
easily evaluate color reproduction intents.

Traditionally, the color reproduction capability of an
imaging system has been evaluated and optimized
utilizing a colorimetric objective. This reproduction
intent is based on minimizing a color difference metric.
In its simplest form a color difference metric is a
Euclidean distance between a pair of colorimetric
coordinates in a color space, quantifying the visual
difference between two different stimuli.2 Ideally, the
perceived difference between two colors is uniform
throughout a uniform color space, where one unit of
calculated difference corresponds to one unit of

Introduction
Despite the fact that image quality is a concept that
observers innately understand, defining it remains to
be one of the most difficult tasks presented to observers,
scientists, and engineers. Image quality analysis and
development has been identified to behave in a cyclical
manner with no true beginning or end.1 In observing
the historical development of imaging systems, such as
film or television, it is apparent that image quality
becomes a concern in the development process after the
system has proven to successfully record or display an
image. Once image quality becomes a concern, it
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perceptual difference.3 However, it is known that
perceived color differences are not uniform throughout
most modern color spaces, and that many others factors
such as image surround and observer adaptation affect
the perception of the color difference.3 To account for
the non-uniformity in the human visual system,
advanced metrics, such as CIEDE 2000, and color-
appearance models, such as CIECAM02, have been
developed to more accurately evaluate color differences.
With these advances in understanding color
reproduction, both colorimetric and color-appearance
objectives will  produce a reasonably accurate
colorimetric reproduction of an image, but further work
is required to understand why this doesn’t always
produce the best reproduction of an image. For example,
previous research efforts support the idea that observers
prefer object colors to be reproduced with greater
saturation in comparison to the original, and that
certain memory colors such as grass, skin, and sky are
remembered with slightly different hues and with
greater purity.4 Furthermore, it is known that an
observer maintains the ability to rate the quality of an
image with or without the original image present.5

Without the original image present, observers are rating
the quality of an image in reference to some
psychological concept of an idealized image.6 Thus the
goal of a color reproduction intent might sometimes be
to match the psychological concept of an image, known
as preferred image reproduction. 7

Preferred image reproduction techniques should be
viewed as an enhanced or customized version of a colo-
rimetric objective. Thus, preferred image reproduction,
should not be evaluated by a color-difference metric, but
by the degree of apparent match between a reproduced
image and its internal memory reference, sometimes
labeled “naturalness”.8 It is commonly understood that
pictorial image quality has a positive correlation with
naturalness, so an image of high quality is one that has
a high degree of naturalness.7,8

Experimental Method
The goal of this research was to better understand the
considerations needed for color preference reproduction,
particularly of pictorial images with unknown
colorimetric origin. These considerations include
comparing sources of variability such as cultural
background, image content, and observer variation for
the task of generating “preferred” image renditions.
Furthermore, the results of the individual responses
were averaged to create a set of “preferred” images for
future research.

Previous research correlated image quality terminol-
ogy with an image set in order to determine what color
quality terminology are most important to observers.8

In the present experiment, the most important color
quality terms dictated which manipulations tools were
provided to generate “preferred” versions of an image.
The five most important image/color quality terms were

combined with the expertise of the authors to determine
which colorimetric adjustment dimensions to utilize in
the evaluation of generating “preferred” images. These
dimensions are outlined in Table I.

The two experiments were designed to mirror each
other while accounting for the physical limitations and
differences of the two different image reproduction
modes. Both experiments were based on a psuedo-colo-
rimetric reproduction intent, meaning that no colorimet-
ric truth to the original scene was obtained, but each
imaging system was colorimetrically characterized, uti-
lizing an appropriate technique for the given system.
Then each image was manipulated and reproduced colo-
rimetrically, so that the manipulations produced mean-
ingful colorimetric values. Both experiments were based
on the five colorimetric adjustments outlined in Table
I, and both experiments utilized the image set in Fig. 1.

Experiment I - Image Characteristic Ranked Order
This psychophysical experiment was a rank-order
design, in which sets of manipulated images were
presented to observers. The observers’ task was to order
the images from most preferred to least preferred. The
experiment was completed at four different research
facilities: Chiba University (Japan), University of Derby
(UK), Xerox (USA), and RIT (USA), to collect a data set
that spanned various cultural backgrounds. Each testing
location was supplied a book of colorimetric image sets,
and a user interface on the World Wide Web was
implemented for the purpose of collecting the observers’
responses.

To create the book of manipulated image sets, the
images were adjusted along eight different CIELAB
dimensions. Four of the dimensions affected color
balance (additive shifts of a* and b*); the other four
manipulations were lightness (a gamma adjustment of
L*), contrast (a sigmoid adjustment to L*, with a
threshold at 50.0 L*), chroma (multiplicative adjustment
to C*

ab at a constant hab), and hue rotation (hab rotation
at a constant C*

a). The color balance adjustments were
applied along either a* or b*, and along either the 45˚
(direct) and –45˚ (indirect) axes of the a* and b*
coordinate system.

The eight manipulations were applied to the 11 image
set to generate an 88 sheet book. Each sheet contained
a six reproduction set representing the results of six
equally spaced manipulations for a given manipulation
dimension applied to an image globally.  The
manipulation increments were clearly perceivable, but
not objectionably large, and Table II presents the
increments used for each manipulation dimension.
Finally, the viewing order of each manipulation/image
pair was randomized throughout the book, and the
location of the six reproductions on each sheet was also
randomized to reduce observer bias.

The sheets were printed on a Fujix PictrographyTM

3000 printer, at a resolution of 300 dots per inch. The
printing system was characterized using a 10 × 10 × 10

TABLE I. Adjustment Dimension for Experiment I & II

Image Characteristic Term Adjustment Name Adjustment Effect

Mid-tone lightness accuracy Lightness adjustment Gamma adjustment on L*
Hue naturalness Hue rotation & color balance Rotate hab at constant C*

ab & additive shifts of a* & b*
Mid-tone detail Contrast adjustment Sigmoid Adjustment to L*, with an inflection point at 50.0 L*
Image naturalness Hue rotation & color balance rotate hab at constant C*

ab & additive shifts of a* & b*
Mid-tone chroma correctness Chroma adjustment Multiplication factor to C*

ab at a constant hab
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LUT, and tetrahedral interpolation. The printer ’s
forward characterization was used to convert the RGB
images into CIELAB space, where all manipulations
were calculated and then the inverse characterization
was utilized to convert the CIELAB images back to RGB
for printing. Gamut-mapping considerations were
mitigated by this workflow, as the images started within
the printer’s gamut. Figure 2 represents a simulation
of a printed sheet utilized in the experiment, and
pending the similarities between the Journal ’s
reproduction capabilities and the color characterization
utilized to generate the sample, the sample should
represent an example of an adjustment in lightness.

Under controlled viewing conditions, observers were
asked to rank the reproductions on each sheet from best
to worst based on individual preferences. Results were

entered by the observers into an online user interface
and automatically transferred to the Center of Imaging
Science at RIT. In total, 77 observers participated, and
the sub-population statistics are presented in Table III.

Experiment II – Image Characteristic Adjustment
This psychophysical experiment was an adjustment ex-
periment where observers used a graphical user inter-
face to manipulate the images until they best matched
their perception of preferred color reproduction. This
experiment was conducted on a 22” Apple Cinema Dis-
play in a darkened environment. The primary objective
of this experiment was to evaluate inter- and intra-ob-
server variability and to understand how preferences
varied between hard copy and soft copy reproduction
modes. In order to achieve these objectives the experi-
ment was completed utilizing two different interfaces
and several different sub-populations.

The first phase of this experiment utilized a graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) that allowed observers complete
freedom to manipulate each image along all colorimet-
ric manipulation dimensions. This allowed observers the
ability to make adjustments in any order they chose and
the ability to return to any of the previous manipula-
tion dimensions, until they obtained their preferred
image reproduction. This user interface was used to
analyze inter- and intra-observer variability; thus three
different observer populations were required. The first
set was a large population performing one observation
each (Data Set A), the second set was a medium-size
population with multiple (five) observations each (Data
Set B), and the final set was one observer, with repeated
(15) observations (Data Set C).

Figure 1. Image set for experiments I & II – (From Left to Right, Top to Bottom) Clown, Model, Koala Bear, Art-fair, Indoor Scene,
Church, Horses, Dinner, Harmony, Mountains, Bearded Man.

TABLE II. Adjustment Dimensions and Increments for
Experiment I

Starting Value Ending Value Increment

Gamma Adjustment 0.55 1.30 0.15
Sigmoid Adjustment 0.55 1.55 0.20
Chroma Adjustment 0.75 1.30 0.11
Hue Angle Adjustment –0.07 0.105 0.035
a* Adjustment –7.50 7.50 3.00
b* Adjustment –7.50 7.50 3.00
Direct Adjustment –7.50 7.50 3.00

–7.50 7.50 3.00
Indirect Adjustment –7.50 7.50 3.00

7.50 –7.50 –3.00
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The second phase utilized the same colorimetric di-
mensions of manipulation, but the observers were lim-
ited to adjustments along one colorimetric dimension
at a time. They could adjust the single colorimetric di-
mension as many times as needed to obtain the most
preferred image along the given dimension. Adjustment

dimensions lightness, contrast, chroma, and hue rota-
tion were presented to each observer one time for each
image and color balance was done twice, first sequen-
tially as a* or b* and then as a* and b* together on the
interface. This user interface was only used by the large
population for a single observation (Data Set D). The
purpose of this phase was to understand how prefer-
ences for individual adjustments compared to the pref-
erences of compounding adjustments.

For both phases of the adjustment experiment, the
original images were converted from RGB digital counts
to CIELAB values using the forward printer character-
ization from Experiment I. This was done to increase
the amount of correlation between experiments. The
adjusted images were then converted from CIELAB val-
ues back to RGB display values using a display charac-
terization, which included a 3 × 3 matrix with three
linearly interpolated one-dimensional look-up tables. In
order to simplify the analysis among observers and of-

Figure 2. Sample sheet of manipulated images from Experi-
ment I.

Figure 3. Viewing conditions for Experiment I.

TABLE III. Breakdown of Observer Population for each Cultural Subpopulation of Experiment I and How the Population was
Re-organized for the Evaluation

Ethnic Background Chinese European American Asian American Japanese

Testing Location Derby Derby RIT RIT Xerox Chiba
Number of Female observers 2 2 6 2 2 3
Number of Male observers 8 8 12 5 3 20
Age range of observers 23–43 22–39 17–39 28–31 29–44 21–31

Americans Chinese Europeans Japanese

Population Size 23 15 10 25

TABLE IV. Breakdown of Observer Population for Each Sub-population of Experiment II

Experiment III—Version I

Number of Observers Mumber of Trials Percent Male Age Range

Data Set A 31 1 68 22–71
Data Set B 10 5 90 22–37
Data Set C 1 15 100 25

Experiment III—Version II

Number of Observers Number of Trials Percent Male Age Range

Data Set D 30 1 70 22–60

(a)      (b)

(c)      (d)

(e)      (f)
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fer the ability to undo manipulations, each adjustment
was applied to the original image and recalculated
rather than adjusting the previously adjusted image.
Furthermore, the colorimetric manipulations were built
into one function so that the adjusted image was always
calculated in the same manner allowing the observer
the ability to reasonably predict the resultant image
from one manipulation to another. The order that the
colorimetric functions were integrated into a single ad-
justment function was: lightness, color balance, contrast,
and then chroma and hue rotation. The observer popu-
lation consisted of students, faculty, and staff. Table IV
presents the breakdown of the observer population.

Results and Discussion
Experiment I - Image Characteristic Ranked Order
The main focus of this experiment was to evaluate
whether color reproduction preferences differed across
different cultural backgrounds. The analysis of this ex-
periment was completed utilizing two different statisti-
cal analyses. Both evaluations compared four
sub-populations Americans, Chinese, Europeans, and
Japanese against the results of the entire population.
The first evaluation used Thurstone’s Law of Compara-
tive Judgments to develop scales of preference for each
adjustment dimension. The preference scales for each
sub-population were plotted to evaluate trends in pref-
erence in comparison to the other sub-populations. 1 The
second evaluation utilized a Student-T test to determine
if there were statistically significant differences between
the distribution of the peak preference responses among
each of the sub-populations. The student-t analysis was
completed twice, once sorting the data set by adjust-
ment dimension to evaluate for adjustment dimension
dependencies and a second time sorting the data by
image content to evaluate for image dependencies.

In the Thurstone analysis, the composite results for
each sub-population and adjustment dimension were
combined across image content and compared. The re-
sults of this analysis are summarized in Table V, and
the two most defined trends from this analysis are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The plots in Fig. 4 demonstrate the
shape and distribution of preference for the given ad-
justment dimensions. Error bars are shown for the re-
sults of the entire population results. All of the
adjustment dimensions except hue rotation demon-
strated definite peak preference response for each sub-
population, however the peak responses for each
sub-population did vary. This shows that the range of
adjustments for each dimension were not objectionably
large but also contained each observer’s preferred re-
production. The global hue rotation adjustment did not
generate a well-defined peak preference, which could
imply that the adjustment for hue angle applied to the
images was not objectionably large enough for observ-
ers to differentiate between images. The adjustment
dimensions gamma and chroma, presented in Fig. 4,
demonstrated the most significant preference variation
among cultures. As noted in Table V, the Japanese sub-
group demonstrated a preference towards lighter im-
age reproduction, and the American sub-population
demonstrated a slightly less chromatic reproduction
than the rest of the population.

The second evaluation of this experiment compared
the peak preference responses from the preference scales
generated by the Thurstone’s analysis. The peak pref-
erence responses for each adjustment dimension were
averaged across each sub-population, and then a pair-
wise student-t evaluation with an alpha value of 5% was
applied to determine if statistical difference existed
among the mean responses of each sub-population. The
results are presented in Table VI, listing which adjust-

Figure 4. Thurstone’s Preference Scales for Gamma & Chroma Adjustments Dimension of manipulation, Summarized in Table V.

TABLE V. Summarized Results of Thurstone’s Analysis

Adjustment Dimension Comments

Gamma Japanese group has a shifted preference towards a lighter image in comparison to all other sub-groups
Sigmoid Chinese group demonstrate a shifted preference towards more contrast in comparison to the American and Japanese
Chroma The eastern hemisphere sub-populations has a shifted preference to more chroma compared to the Americans

Hue Rotation Hue Rotation as a global manipulation tool had little correlation with preferences, adjustment increment, were
too small to differentiate preferences

a* Japanese demonstrate a preference towards redder or warmer images than Americans
b* Chinese group demonstrate a shift towards bluer or cooler images

a*b* Direct No Particular Trends
a*b* Indirect No Particular Trends
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ment dimensions for a given sub-population compari-
son tested positive as statistically different.

This analysis was repeated for image content depen-
dencies rather than adjustment dimension. The results
of this analysis are presented in Table VII, listing which
images for a given sub-population comparison tested
positive as statistically different.

From the combined analyses it is clear that there is a
difference between some color reproduction preferences
in different cultures. To evaluate the visual significance
of these differences, a set of preferred images was gener-
ated from the mean peak preference results of each indi-
vidual sub-population. Some of these results are
presented in Fig. 5. The Church and Model image set
were chosen because the analysis identified these images
as the most dependent on cultural background. However
the reproduction sets generated produced results that are
not very visually different, and pending the reproduc-
tion capabilities of the Journal the results should be
maintained. The images within the sets are labeled ac-
cording to which sub-population they represent.

Experiment II – Image Characteristic Adjustment
The main focus of this experiment was to understand the
variability among observers (inter-observer) and the re-
peatability within an observer (intra-observer) when
asked to make a preferred image. An analysis similar to
a mean-color-difference-from the-mean calculation
(MCDM) was implemented based on the preferred im-

ages generated from the four populations. For the inter-
observer evaluation, the “mean” that the differences where
calculated from represents the average image of the re-
sultant preferred images generated by a given popula-
tion. For the intra-observer evaluation the “mean”
represents the average image of the resultant preferred
images generated by an individual observer. The aver-
age image differences were then calculated using the
mean of the pixel-by-pixel ∆E*94 calculation comparing
the preferred image of the observer to the average image
of the appropriate mean image, and then averaging of
the mean image differences across the population. The
results of this evaluation, presented in Table VIII, show
that the standard deviation within an observer (repre-
sented by Data Sets B and C) is about half of the variabil-
ity among observers (represented by Data Sets A and D).

We determined the colorimetric difference between the
mean image of each population and the starting image
presented to each observer, utilizing a similar mean
image difference calculation described previously. Table
IX represents the results of this analysis. The magni-
tude of this mean difference was less than the magni-
tude of the mean difference for the inter- and
intra-observer results, which implies that the starting
images were inside the range of observer variability. If
the starting point of manipulations were too far away
from the preferred image then the manipulations would
be correcting an obvious flaw and the subtlety of the
variability of color preferences might be lost.

Figure 5. Visual samples of observed cultural difference for color preference reproduction

TABLE VI. Results of Student-T Mean Statistical Difference
Evaluation (Manipulation Dimension Dependence)

American Chinese European Japanese

Entire Direct, Indirect Sigmoid, b* Gamma, a*, indirect

American Hue, b*, indirect Direct Gamma, a*, indirect

Chinese Gamma, b*

European Gamma, indirect

Table VII. Results of Student-T Mean Statistical Difference
Evaluation (Image Dependence)

American Chinese European Japanese

Entire Mountians Church Church

American Church

Chinese Model

European Church, Model

Entire Population
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Figure 6. Layout of each print sheet for Fig. 7.

The final evaluation of inter- and intra-observer vari-
ability was to make colorimetric print sets to visually
investigate the variability. One of the least variable
images, Model, and one of the most variable image,
Mountains, were selected to generate the colorimetric
samples, and simulations of these visual samples are
included in Fig. 7. Again variability within the samples
may differ from the actual reproduction pending the
difference in reproduction of the Journal. Figure 6 ex-
plains what each image in Fig. 7 represents. To evalu-
ate the relationship between image content and color
preference variability, the images were ordered by stan-
dard deviation of mean color difference. The images with
the smallest variation from the mean preferred image

were all images with people in them, specifically faces.
In Data Sets A (31 observers, 1 observation), and B (10
observers, 5 observations) the four primary face images
were all in the top five for each experiment, as presented
in Table X. These images are Model, Man, Clown, and
Harmony. Data Sets C, and D demonstrated a similar
trend.

Crossover Analysis of the Experiments I & II
Four sets of preferred images from each of the previous
experiments were generated and visually compared.
They were printed on a Fujix Pictrography 3000 using
the characterization technique and considerations from
the hard copy experiment. The first set shows the aver-
age peak preference response of the entire population
of the hardcopy experiment. The second set was gener-
ated from the mean images from Data Set A in which
observers had unlimited control to manipulate the im-
ages. The third and fourth preferred images sets were
generated from Data Set D evaluating the individual
adjustments of the manipulation tools. These two sets
represent the two techniques of color balance manipu-
lation described in the experimental setup. The results
of this analysis demonstrated that there is little visual
difference among the four techniques used to generate
preferred images. Some simulations of the sample print
sets created can be seen in Fig. 8.

Conclusions
The first experiment, Image Characteristic Rank Order,
identified that cultural biases may exist between peak
preferences of image quality, but they do not appear to
be visually significant. The analysis also demonstrated
that despite possible cultural differences among the
peak responses, the shape of the preference responses
were maintained uniformly across cultures, further di-
minishing any distinct difference among cultures. This
experiment also generated a series of preference curves,
which provided insight into how preferences change

TABLE VIII. Summary Statistics for Observer Inter- &
Intra-Variability While Making Preferred Images

Inter-Observer Variablititly

MCDM-based on ∆E*94

Minimum Maxium Mean St. Dev

Data Set A 2.38 17.70 7.36 3.58
Data Set D 2.44 20.89 8.23 4.16

Intra-Observer Variablititly

MCDM-based on ∆E*94

Minimum Maxium Mean St. Dev

Data Set B 1.04 12.37 4.51 2.53
Data Set C 2.50 11.04 6.04 2.48

TABLE IX. Summary Statistics for Color Difference Between
Original Image and Mean Preferred Images

Color difference based on ∆E*94

Minimum Maxium Mean St. Dev

Data Set A 2.35 7.57 5.05 1.64
Data Set B 2.23 10.32 6.60 2.57
Data Set C 4.15 10.24 7.12 2.07
Data Set D 2.88 8.70 4.55 1.78

TABLE X. Images Ranked by Standard Deviation of Mean
Color Difference (Grayed Images Contain People in the Image)

Data Set A

Image St. Dev

Model 2.17
Harmony 2.99
Art-fair 3.02
Horses 3.11
Clown 3.31
Bearded Man 3.33
Dinner 3.65
Indoor Scene 4.14
Mountains 4.15
Koala Bear 4.22
Church 5.33

Data Set B

Image St. Dev

Clown 1.89
Model 2.25
Horses 2.36
Bearded Man 2.48
Harmony 2.56
Church 2.64
Indoor Scene 2.67
Art-fair 2.69
Dinner 2.72
Koala Bear 2.72
Mountains 2.83
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Figure 7. (a) Top left is low variation inter-observer variability; (b) Top right is high variation inter-observer variability; (c) Bottom
left is low variation intra-observer variability; (d) Bottom right is high variation intra-observer variability.

 (a)  (b)

 (c)  (d)
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according to various different image content. Images in
which people (faces) are the primary focus of the image
produced tighter preferences. Finally, the results also
demonstrated that, of the manipulation dimensions, hue
rotation had the most ambiguous peaks, most likely
because the samples generated did not present a wide
enough variance for preferences to be discerned. How-
ever, during the adjustment phase the global applica-
tion of the hue angle adjustment tool was difficult to
evaluate, because it maintained a strong object depen-
dency within the images meaning that one object would
need to be adjusted in one direction while another ob-
ject within the image would need the opposite adjust-
ment. Despite the questionable results associated with
the hue rotation adjustment, each of the other tools pro-
vided did demonstrate definite preferences.

The second experiment, Image Characteristic Ad-
justment, evaluated the relationship between inter- and
intra-observer variability while generating “preferred”
images. This experiment concluded that the variability
within an observer is about half of the variability among
observers. The evaluation of this experiment also vali-
dated that the image set used within this experiment
was a good starting point relative to the observers pre-
ferred reproduction, and therefore did not mask the dif-
ferences in observer preferences.

Finally, the preferred image sets that were generated
from Experiments I and II show good consistency be-
tween the two experiments. Furthermore the variations
due to image content, and observer-variability were vi-
sually more apparent than the variation observed as a
result of cultural background.    
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Figure 8. Final print sets, preferred reproduction from each experiment.
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